
STEP ZERO: GETTING STARTED 
Welcome to the fellowship of Sexaholics Anonymous, and hope for a life of freedom, joy, and 
serenity! This new life is found through a spiritual transformation of our attitudes & outlook on 
life & toward others. This transformation comes by working the 12 steps. You can prepare for 
this exciting journey by making this daily 24-hour commitment: 

Just for today… 

1. Make recovery the highest priority in your life. Without it, we eventually lose everything 
else that holds priority in our life. The single most important thing we can do today is work 
our recovery program. 

 
2. Stay sober, no matter what. Sobriety is the foundation of working the Steps. Pages 158-168 

of The White Book will provide you with 18 tools to stay sober. 
 
3. Work with a temporary sponsor. Working the 12 steps with a sponsor is the SA program 

of recovery. After seeking out available sponsors, we select one who has the kind of sobriety 
and recovery that we want. It is advisable that he/she has at least 1 year of sobriety, has 
worked through all 12 steps with his/her own sponsor, and who is the same gender as you, 
even if that means long-distance step-work over the phone. When considering the possibility 
of a different arrangement for sponsorship, ask other sober members for ideas/feedback. 

 
4. Attend a meeting, if available. “Seven days without a meeting makes one weak.” If you’re 

having difficulty staying sober, a meeting every day for 90 days is recommended. If you 
encounter local scheduling conflicts, there are meetings available online and by phone 24 
hours a day worldwide, as well as numerous local AA meetings. We follow recommended 
safety guidelines, and make every effort to be on time. 

 
5. Call at least 2 other members. We do not recover alone. Addicts by definition live lives of 

isolation. An isolated addict is in deep trouble. We call to stay sober, and help the person on 
the other end stay sober. We get in the habit of making calls when we don’t need to, so that 
the phone doesn’t feel so heavy when we do need to! If you are having difficulty staying 
sober, a daily accountability partner is recommended. 

 
6. Read at least 2 pages of SA literature. As soon as possible, we read through page 76 of The 

SA White Book. Then we read, as soon as possible, the The AA Big Book, beginning with the 
“Doctor’s Opinion” all the way to Chapter 5, “How it Works” (substituting the word alcohol 
with lust, alcoholism with sexaholism, etc.). Pages 189-202 of Step Into Action will introduce 
you to the basic aspects of this program. 

 
7. Be rigorously honest. Those who do not recover are people who cannot or will not 

completely give themselves to this simple program, usually men and women who are 
constitutionally incapable of grasping and developing a manner of living which demands 
rigorous honesty. “A Caution” on page 3 of The SA White Book offers guidance on how to do 
this with our loved ones. 

 
You may wish to renew this commitment tomorrow or go another way! 


